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Enterprise Resource Planning: Global Opportunities and ChallengesIdea Group Publishing, 2002
How can ERP be used to improve the overall organizational operating efficiency and effectiveness? How is ERP going to evolve in the future and what are the implications for Electronic commerce? The overall objective of Enterprise Resource Planning: Global Opportunities and Challenges is to provide students, academicians and practitioners interested...
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The Mathematical Foundation of InformaticsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2002
The first international conference organized in Vietnam, which concerns theoretical computer science, was the ICOMIDC Symposium on Mathematics of Computation, held in Ho Chi Minh City in 1988. For the last years great developments have been made in this areas. Therefore, it had become necessary to organize in Vietnam another international...
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Computer and Information Sciences: Proceedings of the 25th International Symposium on Computer and Information SciencesSpringer, 2010

	Computer and Information Sciences is a unique and comprehensive review of advanced technology and research in the field of Information Technology. It provides an up to date snapshot of research in Europe and the Far East (Hong Kong, Japan and China) in the most active areas of information technology, including Computer Vision, Data...
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Algebraic Theory of Automata Networks (SIAM Monographs on Discrete Mathematics and Applications, 11)SIAM, 2004
This self-contained monograph covers the foundations of what is currently known about automata networks, giving the reader sufficient theoretical background to be at the forefront of research in many related areas. Alexandra Kireeva, Mathematical Reviews     

       Algebraic Theory of Automata Networks investigates automata networks as...
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KI 2004: Advances in Artificial Intelligence: 27th Annual German Conference in AI, KI 2004, Ulm, Germany, September 20-24, 2004Springer, 2004
KI 2004 was the 27th edition of the annual German Conference on Artificial Intelligence, which traditionally brings together academic and industrial researchers

from all areas of AI and which enjoys increasing international attendance. KI 2004 received 103 submissions from 26 countries. This volume contains the 30 papers that were...
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From Patient Data to Medical Knowledge: The Principles and Practice of Health InformaticsBMJ Books, 2006
How can you make the best use of patient data to improve health outcomes? More and more information about patients’ health is stored on increasingly interconnected computer systems. But is it shared in ways that help clinicians care for patients? Could it be better used as a resource for researchers?


This book is aimed at all...
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Spatial Databases: Technologies, Techniques and TrendsIdea Group Publishing, 2004
Spatial database systems has been an active area of research over the past 20 years. A large number of research efforts have appeared in literature aimed at effective modelling of spatial data and efficient processing of spatial queries. This book investigates several aspects of a spatial database system, and includes recent research efforts in...
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Terrorism Informatics: Knowledge Management and Data Mining for Homeland SecuritySpringer, 2008
Terrorism informatics has been defined as the application of advanced methodologies, information fusion and analysis techniques to acquire, integrate process, analyze, and manage the diversity of terrorism-related information for international and homeland security-related applications. The wide variety of methods used in terrorism informatics are...
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Smart Intelligent Computing and Applications: Proceedings of the Second International Conference on SCI 2018, Volume 2 (Smart Innovation, Systems and Technologies (105))Springer, 2018

	
		The proceedings covers advanced and multi-disciplinary research on design of smart computing and informatics. The theme of the book broadly focuses on various innovation paradigms in system knowledge, intelligence and sustainability that may be applied to provide realistic solution to varied problems in society, environment and...
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Software Engineering Foundations: A Software Science PerspectiveAuerbach Publications, 2007
A groundbreaking book in this field, Software Engineering Foundations: A Software Science Perspective integrates the latest research, methodologies, and their applications into a unified theoretical framework. Based on the author's 30 years of experience, it examines a wide range of underlying theories from philosophy, cognitive informatics,...
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Data Matching: Concepts and Techniques for Record Linkage, Entity Resolution, and Duplicate Detection (Data-Centric Systems and Applications)Springer, 2012

	Data matching (also known as record or data linkage, entity resolution, object identification, or field matching) is the task of identifying, matching and merging records that correspond to the same entities from several databases or even within one database. Based on research in various domains including applied statistics, health...
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Informatics: 10 Years Back. 10 Years Ahead (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2001
From August 27 to 31, 2000, the International Conference and Research Center for Computer Science in Schloss Dagstuhl, Dagstuhl for short, celebrated its 10th anniversary. Since its founding in 1990, the objective of the Center has been to promote world-class research in computer science, support leading-edge continuing education, and promote the...
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